
UNFOLDING
music, dance, consciousness and computation

 /

intersection between witchcraft and mathematics

About: This project is a further exploration of precognition in the arts and in creation.
Our media are algorithmic computer music, dance and vocal performance. Through 
these channels we deepen our experience of how time and events are unfolding. We 
approach the knowledge of the next moment. The current form is a 30 min 
performance.

Keywords:  Computation and consciousness, precognition, dance, algorithmic 
composition
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Contact

Manuela Lucia Tessi  -  email: lunamatisse@yahoo.it – phone: +31615322913

Vilbjørg Broch - email: vilbjorg@antidelusionmechanism.org – phone +4553552631

mailto:vilbjorg@antidelusionmechanism.org
mailto:lunamatisse@yahoo.it


Performance Recording

3 min performance trailer https://vimeo.com/362256314 

Full length video, performed at  Music Dance Performance Festival OT301, June 12 
2019 https://vimeo.com/345956023 

The Inspiration

Inspiration for this work has come from many sides and most importantly also from 
our insides. Like a poet who tries to reformulate the same poem over the course of 
decades, then the question of time unfolding and how our minds and physical 
existences can grasp this unfolding has followed us. It has been an frequently present
companion which has made it’s way through performance and laboratory spaces, 
programming and recording sessions. The great writer and psychologist James 
Hillman brings us several places in his oeuvre in contact with the ancient Greek 
concept of Metaxy, the place in between the gods and the humans, where we directly
can receive inspiration and knowledge. When we are ill from being lost in the literal, 
then we need to get back there to heal. C.G. Jung touches upon precognition in his 
work Synchronicity. In his book  “The reality of ESP” physicist Russell Targ summons 
up around 100 years history of research on precognition and other forms of Extra 
Sensory Perception. In recent times ESP is often linked with enigmas from quantum 
physics. How does time, matter and mind relate? With an extensive research project 
Daryl Bem, Cornell University, statistically proved that the human mind has ability for
precognition. 

“ ‘That’s the effect of living backwards,’ the Queen said kindly: ‘it always makes one 
a little giddy at first -‘Living backwards!’ Alice repeated in great astonishment. ‘I 
never heard of such a thing! ‘— but there’s one great advantage in it, that one’s 
memory works both ways.”  Lewis Carroll

https://vimeo.com/362256314
https://vimeo.com/345956023
https://vimeo.com/345956023%20


The Practice and the Composition

Approaching precognition we find that we can practice and train it. We can take it 
consciously into the daily art. An awareness of where it resides slowly appears. 
Where in the body? From which mind? From which state of mind can one see clearly 
and unobstructed?  The answers to these questions are subtle and can only found by 
personal quests.

- And further – how would one like to utilize precognition within a modern context of 
counterpoint and harmony? How can it catalyse the alchemical processes between 
the improvisers, - the composers. Finally, how can it catalyse the processes between 
spectators and actors?

In the making of this performance we have taking into account that the human mind 
is wired for anticipating events. We are training body and mind to achieve a state of 
alertness yet relaxation that allows consciousness in anticipation and response to 
near future events.

Pre-sensing the movement and sonic material from a place of deep listening, 
materializing a possible outcome of event without hesitation and risking to derail / 
take a detour in composition.

We listen to draw knowledge from the silence. To perceive space and to perceive 
beyond space, to perceive movement and the movement to come, to hear time and 
beyond time.

The computational processes which generate the computer music figure importantly 
in the this void of the near unknown. We compose the material from a sense of what, 
where and when the near future will unfold.



The Algorithms and the Music

Complexity and pseudo randomness are intergrown computational landscapes. The 
electronic music consists of live generated computer music which is created for this 
project. The project explores principles from mathematical chaos, in the sense that 
very complex systems are created which will vary greatly depending on certain 
parameters and initial settings. As such we are aiming at creating a compositional 
framework which is set up to offer us great surprises and appear unknown to us in 
each and every performance. Some mathematical keywords for synthesis, sound-
processing and other time-structures are : projection of algebraic structures and 
transformations in higher dimensional spaces, geometry over finite fields, hyperbolic 
geometry, quasicrystals – non-periodic order. 

As most of the generated sound derives from spacial structures this work can easily 
be panned for different diffusion systems (different speaker setups) From simple 
stereo to higher order ambisonics. Quadraphonic or Octophonic.  

Projection of 8D hypercube / measure polytope



Technical Rider
Space:

Size : dance space min 50 m^2, contact us for special conditions or if in doubt

Flooring:  any traditional dance floor, wood or smooth cement

Seating possibilities : Any will do for this project - Proscenium stage, Thrust theatre 
and even audience placed on all 4 sides. Raised or flat.

Light: 

Minimal general theater light. Possibly collaboration with local light designer. For 
certain spaces natural daylight can be an option.

Sound:

Stereo: The minimal setup is qualitative stereo PA, suited for contemporary electro-
acoustic music. We need in that case 2 lines to the main mixer. Our computer is 
placed on stage. 

Other setups: This work is extremely suited for more advanced sound diffusion 
systems (setups with more loudspeakers)  – Quadraphonic or Octophonic : 4 / 8 lines 
to mixer, circular numbering, orientation is not important.  – Higher Order 
Ambisonics: Please contact us to discuss hardware and format. 

Setup preparation time: 

Sound-check: for stereo ½ hour with a technician should  be enough if the PA is in 
place. For more advanced sound setups let us discuss the work flow. 

Light: In case we collaborate with a local designer, then please let the designer 
contact us to plan the work.

Run through in the space: It will be very beneficial for the performance to have a run 
through in the space including light and sound. 







Unfolding Bios 
Vilbjørg Broch

Born Denmark 1967.  Vocalist , computer musician, dancer. Some important studies 
are: School for New Dance Development,  Amsterdam in the beginning of the 
1990ties, about 12 years of vocal studies by coloratura soprano Marianne Blok, more 
experimental voice work with members of the Roy Hart Theater spread over decades.
I have worked in and initiated cross-genre and multimedia performances of all sizes 
the past 25 years. I am autodidact in mathematics and programming but have give 
this much attention since the beginning of this century and the research is ongoing. I 
perform computermusic in electro-acoustic settings and have also the later years had
many presentations of computer music work at international conferences. One of my 
interests is sound applications of algebraic geometry and higher dimensional 
algebraic stuctures. Often the work maps naturally to spatial audio such as higher 
order ambisonics or octophonic setups. 
https://antidelusionmechanism.org/vilbjorg.html 

email: vilbjorg@antidelusionmechanism.org

Manuela Lucia Tessi

Born  in  Italy  1979,  based in  the  Netherlands  for  20 years.  I  graduated from the
Modern Theatre Dance department at the Theaterschool  in Amsterdam.For many
years I have studied and worked with Katie Duck, who has been one of my greatest
creative  influences  alongside  the  many  dancers  and  musicians  who  have
collaborated  with  her.  My  work  is  driven  by  the  desire  to  deeply  understand
musicality and the relation of movement and sound. In the last few years I have been
dividing my time between Amsterdam, Berlin and Cape Town where I create, teach
and  collaborate  with  dancers,  musicians  and  lighting  designers,  and  curate  self
sustained  platforms  for  the  production  and  sharing  of  performance  work.  In  my
movement research  I look for sensuosness and embodiment in dance, often referring
to kinesthetic empathy, how is the movement being read by the spectator not solely
with the eyes and intellect, but perceived on a visceral level. I regularly teach dance
technique and improvisation in the Netherlands and abroad.

www.manuelalucia.com   www.musicdance.net  

email: lunamatisse@yahoo.it

mailto:lunamatisse@yahoo.it
https://www.musicdance.net/
https://www.manuelalucia.com/
mailto:vilbjorg@antidelusionmechanism.org
https://antidelusionmechanism.org/vilbjorg.html
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